The water crisis that has embroiled Flint, Michigan, since 2014 is often explained via the proximate causes of government oversight and punitive emergency management. While these were critical elements in the decision to switch the city's water source, many other forces helped precipitate the crisis. One such force has been an enduring support for Charles Tiebout's model of interlocal competition, through which a region is presumed stronger when fragmented, independent municipalities compete for residents and investment. However, the Tiebout model fails to account for spillover effects, particularly regarding questions of social and regional equity. In this sense, the fragmentation of the Flint metropolitan region-supported through a variety of housing and land use policies over many decades-created the conditions through which suburbs were absolved of responsibility for Flint's decades-long economic crisis. Because of the Tiebout model's inability to address imbalances in population shifts arising from disparities in municipal services, Flint's more affluent suburbs continued to prosper, while Flint grew poorer and experienced infrastructure decline. Underlying this pattern of inequality has been a long history of racial segregation and massive deindustrialization, which concentrated the region's black population in the economically depressed central city. The Flint Water Crisis is thus a classic example of an environmental injustice, as policies were set in motion, which led to the creation of a politically separate and majority-black municipality with concentrated poverty, while nearby municipalities-most of them overwhelmingly white-accepted little responsibility for the legacy costs created by the region's starkly uneven patterns of metropolitan development.
INTRODUCTION

S
ince the spring of 2014, residents of the hard luck city of Flint, Michigan, have experienced a toxic lead-in-water catastrophe rooted simultaneously in contemporary government malfeasance and the city's long and complex history of inequality. The crisis formally began in April 2014, when a state-appointed emergency manager and staff-in a bid to cut costs in this financially strapped city-opted to use the highly corrosive Flint River as the city's water source without implementing proper corrosion control, causing lead and other dangerous contaminants from the city's aging water pipes to leach into the water supply. 1 Investigations conducted in the wake of the citywide lead exposure leave little room for doubt that the Flint Water Crisis (FWC) is, in large measure, a product of severe government mismanagement. 2 In reality, though, the tangled roots of the FWC also stretch back deep into the twentieth century, long before the city's emergency managers elected to change the public water source. Over the past three-quarters of a century, a harsh mix of disinvestment, ''white flight,'' metropolitan political fragmentation, and persistent racial discrimination transformed this once economically vibrant although deeply divided city into one of the poorest, most racially segregated metropolitan regions in the United States. In the end, these forces decimated the local tax base and eroded the city's infrastructure, thus setting the stage for the state's 2011 takeover of the municipal government and the ensuing FWC. 3 An examination of the long history leading up to the FWC points to the harmful legacies of Charles M. Tiebout's influential model of metropolitan fragmentation and interlocal competition. During the middle decades of the twentieth century, as Flint was gaining stature as a manufacturing hub of the General Motors Corporation (GM), tens of thousands of white city dwellers ''voted with their feet,'' as Tiebout expected and hoped they would, and departed Flint for new frontiers in suburbia. Once ensconced in their new communities, white suburbanites created new independent governments, resisted affiliations with Flint and its people-particularly African Americans and the poor-and insulated themselves from the urban economic crisis that ultimately precipitated the FWC. Although Tiebout's model was (and remains) popular among many policymakers and ordinary suburbanites, its implementation has consistently hardened social inequalities and thwarted efforts to provide basic public services in cities such as Flint. 4 The FWC is, in many ways, a culminating event in the city's decades-long urban crisis. Although this public health disaster has largely unfolded within the city of Flint, the origins of the calamity are thoroughly metropolitan in nature. Our intention here is to provide a historical case study of the social and land use policies that led to the FWC, one that demonstrates the pernicious effects of metropolitan fragmentation and sprawl driven by political parochialism, persistent racial antagonism, and a lack of economic diversification.
The Tiebout model within the Flint context
The Tiebout model asserts that metropolitan regions are best constituted by a range of competing municipalities offering different taxing systems and service packages. Within this market-based framework, individual residents or businesses are left to choose and invest in the communities that best suit their needs. 5 The logic behind Tiebout's model is that small units of government encourage competitive efficiency and reduce individual losses associated with the distribution of goods and services over large areas. 6 The functional effect of this model of governance is a metropolitan region fragmented into many competing units of government. Were geographically separate governance and exacerbated sprawl the only outcomes, 7 social justice advocates may have fewer objections to the Tiebout model. However, the idea that vote-with-your-feet politics preserves free choice for everyone is inaccurate because few municipalities compete for the socially or economically marginalized, 8 who are simultaneously often the least mobile, and thus find themselves disproportionately concentrated in high-need, low-tax base municipalities in the older urban core or impoverished inner-ring suburbs.
9
In fact, scholars have repeatedly shown that the fragmentation of metropolitan areas perpetuates segregation and racial and economic inequality at both municipal 10 and school district levels.
11 Furthermore, members of 
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SADLER AND HIGHSMITH minority communities in fragmented metropolitan areas tend to exhibit poorer economic and health outcomes than their white peers.
12 Such inequality is not purely a function of economic distress, though, as white racism and public policy support for suburbanization have independent effects on both individual city dwellers and broad patterns of ''urban decline. '' 13 Moreover, sprawl itself has been pegged as a critical but sometimes overlooked issue for civil rights and social justice advocates to consider when addressing issues of concentrated poverty and disadvantage. 14 Thus, with its myopic view of efficiency and individual responsibility, the Tiebout model fails to account for a variety of socially inequitable spillover effects.
15
Tiebout's framework also elides the central role of government in producing (and reproducing) inequality. As other scholars have shown, the process of racial and class sorting afforded by federal housing policies promoting suburbanization helped to fragment metropolitan areas, leading to more concentrated poverty in inner-city communities of color and more sprawl in outlying, majority-white areas. 16 Moreover, residents isolated in low-need/low-tax municipalities do not pay the true cost of regional service provision, thus creating a price distortion. 17 What were once underdeveloped semirural areas have, in many cases, been built up into affluent, overwhelmingly white suburbs with an artificial sense of prosperity. In assessing the roots of these metropolitan divides, the contributions of federal housing policy cannot be overstated. Indeed, from the creation of the Federal Housing Administration (FHA) in 1934 to the era of fair housing reform in the late 1960s and early 1970s, millions of Americans-all but a tiny fraction of them white-benefitted from government-backed loans for new suburban housing.
18
Because of these policies, regions with high levels of metropolitan fragmentation have a built-in environmental injustice due to racial segregation, unequal tax bases, and uneven service provision. In addition, as other scholars have concluded, municipal fragmentation unnecessarily complicates the provision and administration of physical infrastructure such as water and sewer systems.
19
As we demonstrate in the paragraphs to follow, metropolitan Flint-a region exhibiting high levels of socioeconomic segregation and metropolitan fragmentation-is a classic example of the equity problems inherent in the Tiebout model. Throughout this article, we show how the state-sponsored employment of metropolitan fragmentation, spurred by notions of personal responsibility and racially motivated fears of integration, contributed to the environmental injustice now present in Flint. In Figure 1 , we present an original framework, entitled ''The Causal Chain of the Flint Water Crisis,'' for navigating through five transitional periods in Flint's history. Our analysis of these five periods, which match the five subsections of the article to follow, illustrates how major events in the city's history combined to pave the way for the FWC. The framework itself grew out of historical research conducted by the authors and inspired by numerous other scholars cited below. The transitional periods within the framework correspond to major changes in development patterns, social and land use policies, and investment practices that directly influenced Flint's trajectory. These include the following: Industrial Growth (and the accompanying sprawl, racial segregation, and rapid urban development), Post-World War II Development (and the ensuing mass suburbanization that reshaped metropolitan areas), New Flint and Regionalism (and the emboldening of suburbs against the center city), Civil Rights and Deindustrialization (and the reshaping of the local economy), and Contemporary Disinvestment (and the fiscal crisis it created).
HISTORICAL STAGES LEADING TO THE FWC
Industrial growth: sprawl, segregation, and rapid urban development Flint's recent history of environmental injustice dates to the growth of the automobile industry before World War II. As the population soared through the 1910s and 1920s due to a massive influx of job-seeking migrants from the American South, the Flint community expanded its use of explicitly racist housing practices to keep the African American population separate from white neighborhoods. 20 Within the city, rigid forms of racial segregation (many of them rooted in public policies) relegated thousands of black families to overcrowded, polluted, and dilapidated neighborhoods near GM 
POLITICAL FRAGMENTATION AND THE FLINT WATER CRISIS
factories, particularly in the city's North End. Many poor whites settled outside of the city in politically weak suburban townships, where land was cheap, neighborhoods were virtually all white, and modern amenities such as sewers, running water, and electricity were often absent. In fact, the lack of infrastructure outside the Flint city limits meant that most suburbs were initially redlined by local banks and federal housing officials alongside majority-black neighborhoods in the city. 21 Rapid growth within the city rested to a considerable degree on racial segregation and the separation of ostensibly incompatible land uses. Thus, many middleclass white neighborhoods-where favorable mortgages could be procured-grew up apart from both underdeveloped working-class white suburbs and majority-black urban neighborhoods. GM was also responsible for maintaining segregation. Between 1919 and 1933, the company constructed 3000 new white-only housing units on Flint's west side.
22
Throughout this pre-World War II era, the city continued to grow and modernize its services, while suburban areas suffered from poor infrastructure and political underdevelopment. In a lending system, in which mortgages tended to follow sewer lines, 23 most new housing starts occurred within segregated neighborhoods inside Flint. Further aggravating these metropolitan imbalances, the massive speculative subdivision of tens of thousands of suburban lots meant that Flint could not service all outlying areas with their existing system. 24 In 1948, public health researchers found that the area's uneven patterns of development were leading to huge public health disparities between white urban neighborhoods and suburban or black urban neighborhoods. In the years following World War II, underserviced, sprawling, unincorporated suburban municipalities faced intense pressure to modernize their services to match Flint's well-developed infrastructure, especially as local citizens demanded improved living conditions and federal housing officials became more amenable to subsidizing growth in well-serviced suburbs. As the city's economy boomed, many more white families (some with an explicit antiurban bias) moved to the suburbs, often with the false expectation of urban amenities such as water and sewer lines. During the 1940s and 1950s, these suburban migrations precipitated several major health and infrastructure crises. In 1947, suburban Carman Creek overflowed with untreated sewage, creating a public health emergency. 26 Concerns also arose over impending suburban water shortages and were ultimately realized when the suburb of Flushing ran out of water in 1954.
27 By 1956, suburban governments had invested millions of dollars in new water infrastructure (serving one-third of the county's population) and suburban municipalities continued their push to modernize to attract new FHA-backed mortgages.
As the city became more densely packed and corporate investment and manufacturing processes evolved, GM began eyeing the suburbs around Flint for new industrial development. 28 The siting of factories in suburbs generated a great deal of territoriality in suburban Flint, as site location practices implicitly chose winners and losers in the metropolitan economic landscape. Furthermore, although GM was of paramount importance to the local economy, its success made Flint the least economically diversified region in the nation-a fact that would ultimately have momentous consequences for the city's future.
29 Viewing Flint's leaders as opportunistically seeking to annex new factories, growing suburban municipalities and school districts sought to retain the tax base for themselves and thus strengthened their antiurban resolve.
30
Recognizing the need to retain GM's regional investment, Flint's municipal leaders began providing water and other services to several suburban areas, especially for industrial land uses. While the expectation was to incorporate these areas into the central city, the immediate effect was to subsidize further suburban migration. Massive growth in demand by the late 1950s forced the city to reconsider this policy, with the idea of a regional government eventually proposed as a solution to the service problem. 31 In the end, industrial sprawl further disadvantaged Flint's black residents, most of whom remained locked in the center city, increasingly distant from jobs, and overlooked in the development of new infrastructure. While the suburbs no longer experienced redlining, continued disinvestment from core urban areas and explicitly racial redlining further diminished land values and living conditions in majority-black neighborhoods in the city. 32 New Flint and regionalism: suburbs versus the city During the late 1950s, Flint's civic leaders, including representatives of GM, proposed a solution to the area's uneven metropolitan development by recommending a regional government called New Flint, primarily to coordinate service provision and growth. Yet, because of the tremendous tax burdens that the suburbs had recently incurred through the construction of new infrastructure, many suburbanites developed a ''fiercely independent political consciousness. '' 33 Ushering in an era within Michigan marked by the rejection of regional governance and the triumph of the Tiebout philosophy, 34 suburban voters strongly opposed this proposaland the Michigan Supreme Court ruled in their favor in 1958 35 -steering a course toward deindustrialization and sociopolitical fragmentation that ultimately led to Flint's 2011 financial emergency and the subsequent water crisis.
These fights to develop infrastructure and retain local government control emboldened suburban residents to adopt new, more parochial identities throughout the 1960s and 1970s. Thus, although it was already well known among social scientists that political fragmentation was inefficient, depressed regional housing markets, and diminished public health, suburban leaders flouted such ideas and sought to retain autonomy above all else to protect segregation and the system of resource and 26 Highsmith. Demolition Means Progress, 107-108. 27 A collection of quotations from Highsmith's dissertation illustrate water-related crises experienced in the underdeveloped suburbs of metropolitan Flint during the middle decades of the 20th century. Notably, there is a great deal of similarity between the complaints of mid-century suburbanites and the contemporary exclamations of exasperated community members in Flint. There is also a similarity between the logistical struggles faced by local elected officials in both periods. The quotes regarding mid-century water crises include: ''Homeowners not so silently fumed about foul tasting.water''; ''The poor water quality.shocked public health officials.
[and] sickened untold numbers''; ''[Council members] implemented Operation Tanker, a plan to purchase and transport water.
[and] workers labored around the clock to deliver.water to thirsty customers''; ''Whole communities are concerned about an adequate water supply''; and ''These emergencies forced.governing bodies to develop expensive new urban infrastructure projects.'' See Highsmith. ''Demolition Means Progress'' 280-285. It is instructive to note that, after World War II, such attitudes fostered an anti-urban bias against the city, as suburbs scrambled to develop their own independent infrastructures. 28 Highsmith. opportunity hoarding common to Tieboutian thinking. 36 Pursuant to the failure of New Flint, civic leaders attempted to recapture lost tax revenue by selectively attempting to annex outlying factories and sprawling business strips in the growing suburbs. In response, residents of one township incorporated as a city in 1972, and others banded together to introduce state legislation to protect ''charter'' townships from urban annexation. The enactment of a 1978 bill known as HB 4030 gave townships the same legal powers as central cities, so long as basic tax base and public service criteria were met. 37 An attorney working for a suburban township insisted that amalgamation constituted an ''injustice'' for the township due to their recent infrastructure investments, although he failed to acknowledge the history of Flint providing services to said suburbs and the fact that the very existence of the suburbs was linked to the rising economic fortunes of the city. Suburbanites maintained that if Flint's leaders desired new development, they should clear built-up land in the city.
In the wake of the defeat of New Flint and subsequent annexation attempts, Flint and its people found themselves up against a wall of hostile suburbs, 38 unable to expand the city's boundaries while simultaneously hemorrhaging tax base to outlying areas. As an economic strategy, during this period, Flint's mayor and city commissioners considered proposals to attract additional industry to impoverished black residential neighborhoods, a process of urban renewal that began in the early 1960s but carried more weight after the failed consolidation and annexation attempts. 39 Over time, this clearance of black neighborhoods would have profound implications for population shifts, racial and economic inequality, and tax base decline.
Civil rights and deindustrialization: social and economic change exacerbates fragmented governance Civil rights efforts for open housing had a compounding effect on antiurban feelings among whites in the suburbs. Flint enacted a municipal fair housing ordinance in 1968. 40 Shortly after that, federal legislators passed the national Fair Housing Act, which prohibited most forms of racially motivated housing discrimination. In Flint and elsewhere, however, the political and jurisdictional separation of the suburbs placed limits on such civil rights gains, as outlying suburban municipalities retained many discriminatory housing and zoning practices that excluded both poor and black residents. The constriction of Flint by its suburbs-along with local officials' desire to grow the tax base in a city that was increasingly losing middle-class residents to those suburbs-precipitated the city's turn toward urban renewal for new industrial and commercial land. 41 The destructive and competitive nature of Tiebout's philosophy surfaced dramatically during this era. In the 1960s and early 1970s, government authorities worked to secure new investment by approving the construction of a new urban freeway and designating more than 1000 acres of predominately black residential neighborhoods for clearance. The particularly grave injustice in this process was that because of delays in approving the city's redevelopment plans, land values in renewal neighborhoods declined precipitously, leaving home and business owners ill-compensated for their properties. The effect was the displacement and dispossession of thousands of predominately black Flint residents, many of whom had been property owners. This displacement also sped up white flight to the suburbs as the black population spilled over into previously segregated white enclaves within the city. 42 Blockbusting by real estate agents and fears of racial conflict fueled the departure of thousands of white families from the city in the 1960s and 1970s. 43 In this era of massive displacement, suburbanites sought to reestablish the color line by isolating themselves in politically separate municipalities. Meanwhile, real estate agents steered black families into racially transitional neighborhoods within Flint. Before the enactment of the Fair Housing Act, whites in Flint could buffer themselves from integration through explicitly racist means. After 1968, however, suburbanites increasingly embraced exclusionary zoning and building codes, home rule, and other ostensibly colorblind practices that in reality perpetuated exclusion along lines of both race and class. 44 Once in separate municipalities, suburbanites felt functionally absolved from the legacy infrastructure and social problems they had helped to create, 45 opting instead to develop duplicated infrastructures (as noted above). Howell-Moroney notes that such ''boundaries serve to artificially circumscribe notions of collective responsibility.'' 46 This was certainly the case in the Flint area during the postwar and civil rights eras, when suburbanites resisted desegregation and increasingly severed their ties to the city. 47 Deindustrialization hit Flint particularly hard during the late twentieth century. Because Flint's economy rested heavily on the production of large, energy-inefficient automobiles, the energy crises and economic recessions of the 1970s and 1980s dealt the city particularly devastating blows. As GM executives ordered layoffs and plant closures, the city went into an economic tailspin. Between 1955 and 1987, Flint lost 34,000 jobs. 48 In the wake of these economic setbacks, municipalities in the metropolitan region fought over increasingly shrinking slices of an economic pie, as each sought to retain the quality of infrastructure constructed during the boom years.
Contemporary disinvestment: punitive measures, antiurban bias, and fiscal crises Alongside joblessness and poverty, property abandonment and rising fears of crime created additional disincentives to remain in Flint. Between 1960 and 2015, the city's population dropped from nearly 200,000 to below 100,000. 49 With its ability to grow inhibited by incorporated suburbs, and its own population and economic base shrinking, Flint's financial position increasingly worsened during the late twentieth and early twenty-first centuries. Each household and business that moved away made the situation more precarious. Due in large measure to declining revenue, Flint was thus unable to sustain its infrastructure, despite charging increasingly high rates for water and other basic services. 50 Moreover, deliberate disinvestment in cities by the state government only hastened the fiscal crisis that led to state takeovers, first in 2002, and more recently in 2011.
Rather than creating a pro-business local economic development climate, the state of Michigan enacted a pair of punitive measures that exacerbated Flint's financial and infrastructural woes. Embracing a Tieboutian approach to the distribution of government funds, in 2003, the Michigan legislature sharply reduced revenue sharing with municipalities, from $900 million to $250 million annually. 51 The revenue sharing arrangement had previously positioned central cities as the major economic drivers of regional economies. Due to this change, however, Flint lost $54. Exacerbating matters, a punitive new emergency manager law enacted in 2011 (PA 4) allowed state officials to take over municipal finances with the central directive to cut spending. 53 Although Michigan voters overturned PA 4 in 2012, the Michigan legislature moved quickly to enact a replacement law (PA 436), which strengthened the powers of emergency managers and prohibited referenda on the issue. 54 Flint was under emergency financial management throughout the 3-year period leading up to the FWC, due in considerable measure to these reductions in revenue sharing. As critics have noted, the citizens who have experienced these state takeovers since 2009 constitute just 9.7% of the state population but 49.8% of its black population. 55 Given both the known negative consequences of municipal fragmentation and Michigan's practice of punishing rather than aiding struggling municipalities through the revocation of revenue sharing and the institution of emergency managers, it is not surprising that the FWC was the end result of this process.
CONCLUSIONS
The full story of the proximate causes of the FWC has been told elsewhere 56 ; instead, we have focused here on the deeper historical causes of the catastrophe and how they relate to and reflect many of the inequities perpetuated by Tieboutian policies. As we have argued here, and as Figure 1 illustrates, many forces converged to generate the social and economic conditions that brought about Flint's infrastructure crisis. Paramount among them is the rigid segregation of the city's black population, first explicitly via federal and local housing and development policies and later implicitly by fragmented municipal governance. Researchers have routinely shown that this process of sorting into different municipalities as advocated in the Tiebout model has disproportionately harsh effects on minority populations. In the Flint case, Tiebout-style sorting resulted in a deeply inequitable arrangement in which suburbanites-the overwhelming majority of whom were whiteeffectively deeded over the central city with the most legacy infrastructure to a disproportionately poor and minority population that had already suffered from decades of disinvestment and discrimination.
Compellingly, in 2016, the governor's task force itself found that ''the facts of the Flint water crisis lead us to the inescapable conclusion that this is a case of environmental injustice.'' As members of that task force further asserted, when it comes to determining whether an environmental injustice has occurred, intent is of little consequence. 57 Rather, these sorts of injustices take place when discrete communities-often those populated by poor people or racial minorities, as in the Flint case-are saddled with disproportionately high environmental burdens, regardless of intent.
Nevertheless, with regard to the Flint story, a measure of intent is clearly decipherable. As we have shown, many policies in Flint reflected a deliberate intent to fragment the metropolis and disinvest in the central city, which in turn created concentrated disadvantage for minority residents and the poor. That disadvantage manifested itself not only in high rates of urban poverty and racial segregation but also in the urban fiscal and infrastructural crises that have collided so powerfully since 2014. In short, much of the environmental injustice that has occurred as a result of the FWC was avoidable.
In 1969, a black Flint city commissioner offered the following warning to fleeing white residents: ''Those of you who feel you will escape by running to suburbia, beware.blight recognizes no border lines. '' 58 In the decades since then, the steep costs of suburbanization and metropolitan fragmentation have become exceedingly apparent, not only in the Flint area but in the nation as a whole. As Jimenez and Hendrick concluded, ''low-density and spatially expansive development patterns require large investments to extend roadways and other types of infrastructurerelated services over long distances to reach communities in the urban fringes.'' 59 Thus, the Flint metropolitan region faces a precarious long-term situation, as both urban and suburban obsolescence may precipitate further infrastructure or financial crises-scenarios for which fragmented municipal governments are currently ill prepared.
Given the vast scale of environmental injustice in cities such as Flint, policymakers in Michigan and elsewhere would be prudent to evaluate how their emphasis on suburban growth has exacerbated the disadvantages of lowincome and often minority populations. Municipal fragmentation has been a convenient tool for perpetuating the illusion of separate but equal in racially heterogeneous metropolitan regions, 60 but persistent social inequalities as well as the aging infrastructure of urban and, more recently, suburban municipalities will continue to pose threats to public health and well-being in the future.
While solutions exist for these problems, many remain politically unpalatable to governing elites, many of whom continue unwittingly to favor the Tiebout model. One such proposal is a hybrid form of regional governance known as federated regionalism. According to Powell, ''federated regionalism is a regional approach that preserves political and cultural status within communities or cities, while sharing regional resources and responsibilities, and balanced regional policymaking.'' ''This approach,'' Powell contends, ''provides the opportunity to preserve and build on the assets of the inner city community while tapping into the resources and opportunities located elsewhere in the region.'' 61 As a practical matter, this policy proposal may be difficult to achieve politically since it would ultimately entail the resurrection of some form of revenue sharing. Additional partial solutions may include stricter enforcement of fair housing laws; dense urban development with a range of housing types and costs; a renewed emphasis on school desegregation and consolidation; the prioritization of transportation, public health, and infrastructure investments in existing urban areas; policy changes to address wealth and employment imbalances between impoverished urban and suburban areas and more affluent suburban job centers; and community economic development programs to encourage more equitable and socially advantageous forms of urban redevelopment. 62 If policymakers in Michigan and elsewhere are serious about addressing social and environmental injustices and improving the economic competitiveness of central cities, they must act decisively and in ways that deviate from Michigan's (and the nation's) antiurban past. In the absence of such a major shift, residents of metropolitan
